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Rooms full of life.

Welcome to
MeisterWerke.
We have been passionately developing and making products for rooms full of life for many years.
at our company headquarters in rüthen-Meiste, in the beautiful region of sauerland, it is our daily
challenge to perfect these and therefore ensure the greatest benefit for our customers.
our love of innovation is evident in everything: in our huge range, in our company and in the way we
work together. always collaboratively and fairly but also purposefully and reliably. our company motto
is: a MeisterWerke masterpiece every day!
as a family-run company we also think about future generations. That‘s why respect for nature
and natural resources is a matter of course for us. We place great importance on environmentally
sound origin and short transport routes when choosing our materials. independent test institutes
verify that the materials used are harmless. resulting in products that combine top quality,
maximum comfort and a great feeling year after year. For your rooms full of life.

innovative products and system solutions

The careful selection of materials and

our products undergo extensive quality

are always the result of teamwork at

decor guarantees the best result.

tests on their way to becoming the perfect

MeisterWerke.

interior design object.

Link to MeisterWerke:
www.meisterwerke.com
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Design flooring catega® Flex | clay grey old wood oak 6941 | Wood effect

Designing Living spaces | DEsIgN flOORINg caTega® FLex

Design FLooring caTega® FLex
Celebrate life.
And your floor too.
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The incredible
lightness of your floor
as warm and beautiful as wood, as easy to clean and durable as laminate, with no plasticisers too, easy
to install and ideal for renovations – no it's not a fairytale but a real dream for your home. The catega Flex
flooring innovation makes you want to stay at home and cuts a fine figure across the board. From authentically natural to somewhat unusual, 18 decors provide a rich variety of different looks.
The inner values are naturally impressive too: With just 5mm installation height but a generous plank
format, catega Flex is sleek and slimline and can be easily and securely installed using Multiclic – the best
prerequisites for renovations. and totally healthy living at the same time: catega Flex does not contain any
PVC or artificial plasticisers. And because we have total trust in our new design flooring there is a 20 year
warranty for catega Flex in living areas.

Design flooring catega ® Flex | arctic white oak 6946 | Wood effect
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Design flooring catega ® Flex | Vintage ash 6950
Wood effect

Design flooring catega ® Flex | old wood oak 6954 | Wood effect

Design flooring catega ® Flex | Natural English oak 6952 | Wood effect
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Design flooring catega ® Flex | old wood pine 6951 | Wood effect
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floors
make rooms.
Our new design flooring never stays completely private. Even in
public spaces, catega Flex gives its all and is not fazed by real life.
A little gift with wear class 23 | 33. That's a promise.

Design flooring catega ® Flex | pure maple 6944 | Wood effect

Design flooring catega ® Flex | pure maple 6944 | Wood effect
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intelligent quality
through and through.
Thanks to the patented Multiclic system and dimensionally stable
aquasafe special board there is a secure joint.

Standard vinyl flooring with thermoplastic core and
open joint.

Design flooring catega ® Flex |clay grey old wood oak 6941| Wood effect

Catega Flex aquasafe special board with
secure click connection and closed joint.

Designing Living spaces | DEsIgN flOORINg caTega® FLex
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outward appearances
with depth.
At MEISTER we are only satisfied once the combination of decor and surface structure imitate
the natural ideal as perfectly as possible. At that point, a floor makes the leap into the MEISTER
premium collection.

Special pore effect (PS)
embossed surfaces give MeisTer
Design floors even more authenticity –

Wood finish matt structure (WM)

especially with the special pore effect

a deeply embossed relief emphasises

printing.

the grain run of the reproduced wood

As with this the pores, filled knots and

fibres and conveys an impression of

cracks are individually coordinated to

a brushed wood surface. The matt

the decor pattern underneath. Different
depths and degrees of gloss determine
the variety of the special pore structures
and give these floors a really authentic
look.

Raw wood pore structure (RP)
an elegant surface structure that imitates the natural appearance of untreated

appearance visibly and tangibly
produces the natural impression of
untreated or naturally oiled real wood.

or naturally oiled real woods. With this
technology the finest planing tool marks
visually and tangibly emphasise the look
of freshly sanded wood.

product structure
MEISTER design flooring is distinguished by its intelligent
multi-layer structure with dimensionally stable aquasafe
special board made from special wood materials. The high

silentTouch ® surface –
special elastic film

quality patented SilentTouch technology makes the floor

Special AquaSafe board

quiet, durable and easy to clean.

Backing

In contrast to standard PVC design flooring, MEISTER design

Integrated sound
absorption with DD 300 S

flooring is odourless. All floors are suitable for installation on
hot water underfloor heating.

Wear class 23

Wear class 33

The ideal floor for all living areas with heavy

The ideal floor for commercial areas with heavy wear

wear such as kitchens, hallways, home offices etc.

such as open-plan offices, department stores, public buildings etc.

Design flooring is not suitable for installation in humid rooms (bathrooms, saunas etc.)

Design flooring classic | White island 6961 | Decor

Designing Living spaces | DEsIgN flOORINg cLassic

cLassic Design FLooring.
A floor for all eventualities.
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Design flooring classic | cinnamon oak 6965 | Wood effect
Design flooring classic | White island 6961 | Decor
Design flooring classic
cinnamon oak 6965
Wood effect
Design flooring classic
Light Smokey Wood 6963
Wood effect

Design flooring classic
catalana oak 6968
Wood effect

Designing Living spaces | cLassic DEsIgN flOORINg
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Flexible. Compact.
Easy to clean.
Do you like modern design? But comfortable nevertheless? Then the Classic design flooring is the right choice for
you. Design flooring is uncomplicated flooring and is made for healthy and beautiful living. Modern surfaces meet
innovative production technologies here. As a result, floors are created that more than meet all the requirements
for perfect design, strength and durability. From »Cinnamon Oak« to »White Island« there are floors in 8 thrilling,
beautiful and trendy decors and two different widths – real design flooring in fact.
And it doesn’t just look good! Classic design flooring is extremely warm to the foot and therefore not just the very
first choice for children’s bedrooms. Renovators will love it too: as extremely thin flooring Classic design flooring
fits into any room. Annoying and laborious trimming of doors and frames is therefore unnecessary in many cases.
Classic design flooring is perfect for installing on existing subfloors, for example tiles because old floors aren't
visible on the product surface.

Awarded
MEISTER Classic design flooring

except for: Smoked oak

The silentTouch®
technology
The Classic design flooring surface is produced
using the innovative, patented silentTouch ® technology and is therefore extremely elastic, quiet,
durable and easy to clean.

Design flooring classic | White island 6961 | Decor

PD 400 Cottage | White vintage larch lively 8287 | UV-oiled

Designing Living spaces | lONglIfE PaRQuET

LongLiFe parqueT.
Real wood stays
beautiful for
longer.
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The nature's endless variety of wood
in seven parquet themes.
Trends come and go but your parquet is here to stay. it's good if it can adapt to different living styles, because
it is rare to find just one style in an apartment or house. To offer you the right guidance, we arrange our entire
parquet range into themes. inspired by global trends, these themes illustrate various philosophies in terms of
lifestyle, product design and materials.

PC 400 Style | Oak country 8263 | planked, brushed | naturally oiled

Registered design D EU 2244319

NATURAL STYLE.
uneven edges, a natural play on colours, tangible life
and visible age – accentuated NATURAL STYLE exudes
real character at your feet.

PD 400 Cottage | Steamed oak canyon 8301 | brushed | naturally oiled

PC 400 Style | Oak country 8263 | planked, brushed | naturally oiled

Designing Living spaces | lONglIfE PaRQuET
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Ps 300 | Pure oak harmonious 8230 | brushed | UV-oiled
PC 400 style | pure country
oak 8264 | planked, brushed
naturally oiled

pure Line.
as much as necessary, as little as possible – harmonious
to lively surfaces that remain visually close to their raw state
due to carefully finishing and enrich the room with their own
essence in pure Line.

PS 300 | pure oak
harmonious 8230
brushed | uv-oiled

Longlife parquet
Longlife parquet is stable, natural,
healthy for living, quiet, ecological,
energy-saving and easy to clean.
only genuine with this sign.

PD 400 Cottage | Light clay grey oak harmonious 8234 | brushed | UV-oiled

COLOURFUL GREY.
From shabby chic, to the modern, to country house style, anything is
possible – COLOURFUL GREY underlines and accentuates the house's
style without dominating it.

PC 400 style | Cream grey oak harmonious 8261
3D, brushed | naturally oiled

Registered design D EU 2244319

Ps 300 | Cream grey oak harmonious 8231 | brushed | UV-oiled
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PD 400 cottage | silver grey
oak distinctive 8305 | brushed
high-gloss varnished

PD 400 cottage | steamed oak
canyon 8304 | brushed
high-gloss varnished

LUXURY AFFAIRS.
Deep black, snow white, breathtaking gold and shimmering silver.
sometimes just that little bit more is required. Baroque, sensual,
opulent – indulge in LUXURY AFFAIRS.

PD 400 Cottage | Silver grey oak distinctive 8305 | brushed | high-gloss varnished

PQ 500 | Pure country oak 8271 | planked, brushed | naturally oiled

neW
cLassics.
Herringbone and squares interpreted in a
lavish, modern way. Turning timeless
classics into products that are totally
trendy time and time again – because
neW cLassics simply never go out of
fashion.

PS 400 | Oak lively 8047 | varnished

Designing Living spaces | lONglIfE PaRQuET
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WiLD
MounTain.
Long live comfort but in a modern look please. WiLD
MOUNTAIN stages rooms with woods that exude fine
rusticity with that special alpine charm.

PD 400 Cottage | White vintage larch lively 8287 | UV-oiled

Ps 300 | Oak harmonious 8027 | brushed | UV-oiled

perFecT
Basics.

PD 400 cottage | american
walnut lively 8275
uv-oiled
PD 400 cottage | cognac oak
lively 8229 | brushed

it doesn't always have to look

uv-oiled

exceptional but it should always be
exceptionally good – lay a solid basis
PS 300 | oak

for a feel-good atmosphere in your

harmonious 8027

home with perFecT Basic.

brushed | uv-oiled
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PD 550 | Oak lively 8091 | brushed | naturally oiled

Longlife parquet - and real wood
stays beautiful for longer.
Live and let live with MeisTer Longlife
parquet nothing is easier than that. With
traditional professional care, a great deal

Easy to install
thanks to the patented Masterclic plus
click system

of sensitivity, many years of experience
and comprehensive technical knowledge
we ensure that flooring is made out of a
valuable natural product that makes life

The Masterclic plus locking system means

easier and more beautiful.

fast installation with automatic end

on these pages you can learn about the

connection system. The homogeneous
HDF middle layer allows a precise profile

many details that as a whole account for

geometry to be milled without any splinters.

the unique quality of our Longlife parquet.

This guarantees comfortable and smooth
installation as well as permanent joint closing.

Wood is elegant, beautiful and also
good for every day life.
Naturally oiled – Weartec ®Nature
natural oils and waxes are the basis for our Longlife
parquet's naturally oiled surfaces. Weartec ®nature
penetrates deep into the wood and forms a protective,
breathable surface. This kind of finish creates a natural
appearance with subtle brilliance, emphasises the grain
as well as structure, regulates humidity and ensures a
healthy living climate. All Longlife parquet floors with

Weartec nature finish are treated ready for residential
®

use and do not have to be treated with oil after
installation. However, the naturally oiled surface does
require a regular polish, which gives the floor a natural
shine and ensures exceptional resistance. if required, it
can be re-oiled and partly refinished without any sanding
down.

UV-hardened oil surface protection

Varnish finish

our uv-hardened oil really brings out the best in many

our Longlife parquet's Duratec plus natural matt varnish

types of wood. it receives a warm, natural look from this.

or high-gloss varnish is extremely durable, easy to clean

The Weartec ® surface is a high quality uv-hardened oil

and naturally environmentally friendly, as it does not

surface with a special basic treatment applied at the

contain any solvents. The plus stands for our seven-layer

factory. The floor is treated ready for residential use, is

Duratec varnish structure. The mixture of varnishes in

similarly easy to clean to varnished parquet flooring and

the individual layers and their order takes into account

therefore does not need to be re-oiled.

that parquet floors may possibly be sanded down. The
entire composition consists of a formaldehyde-free,
uv-hardened and ecologically non-harmful acrylic
varnish. as a result Duratec plus provides an easy to
clean and durable parquet surface.
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Awarded
MeisTer Longlife parquet

Ecological
thanks to the use of 2.5mm covering
layers that save resources
MeisTer parquet actively contributes to

Healthy living

environmental protection. as a result of

thanks to the use of natural materials

Noise reducing

the perfect combination of the 2.5mm

as a result of its own high weight

wear layer and the special HDF middle

parquet is a natural product. it regulates

layer, only roughly a tenth of wood, a

humidity and ensures a healthy living

greater mass produces less vibrations.

valuable resource, is required to produce

climate. The flooring is particularly

Thanks to the use of HDF as a middle

MeisTer parquet, compared to a solid

hygienic thanks to it being easy to clean

layer, the own weight of the installed

wood floor.

and maintain. all materials are selected

area significantly increases. This has

carefully and are subject to regular tests

a positive effect on room noise and

in our labs.

walking noise properties.

Stable

Energy-saving

Variety

thanks to the extremely resistant HDF

thanks to low thermal resistance

thanks to the extensive range on offer

middle layer
With a floating installation, the floor

The combination of plank formats,

This is the most important reason why

covering on top of a hot water underfloor

types of wood, structures as well as

we only produce our floors with a HDF

heating should also not exceed the limit

surface looks and finishes provides a

middle layer: the press-in behaviour.

of 0.15m² K/W laid down by regulations*

wide selection for specific customer

The extremely dimensionally stable and

in order to quickly transport the heat

requirements.

high quality HDF base board stabilises the

supplied to the surface.

covering layer, making itextremely tough
and resistant towards pressure.

MeisTer parquet with HDF middle layer

parquet with spruce middle layer

* Federal Association of Surface Heating and
surface cooling

Over 190 different products!
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HD 300 | clay grey rustic oak 8411 | brushed | naturally oiled

Designing living spaces | LINDURA® wood flooring

Lindura wood flooring
			 A strong character.
		 Unique. Beautiful!

30 | 31

Skirting board profile 11 PK Plain white gloss 324 (decorative film)

HD 300 | Rustic oak 8410 | brushed | naturally oiled

Designing Living spaces | lINDuRa® WOOD flOORINg
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real wood
with depth.
Lindura stands for a distinctive rustic nature, as knots,
cracks and wooden ores are emphasised particularly due to
the unique production process.
naturally oiled and with a rich play on colours, each plank is
a greeting from nature and is not just tough but also unique
from every perspective thanks to the fine wood powder
content.

HD 300 | Black washed rustic oak 8412 | brushed | naturally oiled

Designing Living spaces | lINDuRa® WOOD flOORINg

HD 300 | Black washed rustic oak 8412 | brushed | naturally oiled

Skirting board profile 2 PK | Black washed oak Nature 1137 | oiled

Top
performance.
The used look Lindura planks blend superbly into a rustic setting
and create special accents in modern interiors. The tough floors
gain maturity and a sheen during the course of their life and are
therefore also ideal for rooms with heavy wear.
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an idea that stands out –
with solid arguments.
Lasting beauty.
Lindura is the name for a new floor in the real wood flooring range from MEISTER that is based
on wood powder technology. a real wood covering layer, wood powder, an HDF middle layer and
wood powder backing are permanently fused together under pressure and heat. Resulting in floors
that are tough, pleasantly warm to the foot, resistant and easy to clean. The lively to rustic
real wood covering layers made from oak and larch give Lindura a particularly natural appearance.

Designing Living spaces | lINDuRa® WOOD flOORINg

High-tech
meets nature.
The fusion of innovative technology and natural raw materials produces a
fascinating combination in Lindura. Wood powder is a material mix made from
fine wood fibres and other natural additives which was invented by the Swedish
company Välinge. MEISTER was the first company in the world to develop a
manufacturing technology for series production in order to be able to offer innovative floors based on wood powder.

Lindura – multi-layer structure:

Weartec Nature surface
(naturally oiled)
Real wood covering

Wood powder layer

HDF middle layer

Wood powder backing
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Lindura –
for all phases of life.
Tough
Lindura loves challenges and takes high heels at a party just as
much in its stride as football boots that you can even leave on after
the match. What is more: through everyday use the floor acquires a
sheen over time that accentuates the used look of the planks even
more.

Durable
a comparison test in our laboratory clearly shows: a metal ball dropped with 4000 newtons of pressure leaves behind a clearly visible
dent on standard parquet. With Lindura wood floors there are hardly
any traces to be seen.

standard parquet

MEISTER Lindura wood flooring

Designing Living spaces | lINDuRa® WOOD flOORINg
2600 mm

renovation-friendly!
Lindura in
château plank format.

2200 mm

convincing arguments speak in favour of Lindura from MeisTer:
| the high-quality, carefully selected materials,
| simple installation,
| easy cleaning
| unique look and
| special carrying capacity.

Lindura formats
Lindura is available in two attractive plank formats, which are also suitable
for renovations with their low installation height of 11mm.

Lindura gradings
Thanks to wood powder technology, the crack, knot and pore fillings are
given a totally new, fine look that could never be achieved as authentically
using standard filling techniques.

The special touch:
rustic!
First impression:
lively!

This grading provides a rustic appearance with an

in this grading we deliberately offer surfaces

distinctive knots are not limited in their diameter

with strong colours and structures, which em-

or frequency. The natural and raw character of the

phasise the wood's natural character. Healthy

floor is emphasised by larger knots and varying

distinctive knots and splints are part of the ove-

degrees of cracks, which are individually filled using

rall lively image. Knot holes and cracks are filled

wood powder technology.

perfectly using wood powder technology.

interesting play on colours and structures. Healthy

HD 300
Width 270 mm

Width 320 mm
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Laminate flooring Melango | Medium oak 6131 | Wood effect

Designing Living spaces | laMINaTE flOORINg

LaMinaTe FLooring.
Tracing nature.
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a MeisTer master class
of natural selection.
Nature is a master of form and colour. Our claim for premium laminate flooring from
MeisTer is to get as close to this as possible. To do this we take the utmost care
when developing our decors. We are only satisfied once you can no longer see the
difference between the surfaces and real wood, stone or textiles at first glance.
Many totally different factors influence your choice. Often the colour is the crucial
concept. it harmoniously complements the furnishing or creates dramatic contrasts.
We have therefore broken down our laminate flooring into three colour schemes for
guidance and inspiration.

Laminate flooring Talamo | Vanilla oak 6265 | Wood effect
Laminate flooring
Laminate flooring Melango

Talamo | vanilla oak

Polar oak 6381 | Wood effect

6265 | Wood effect
Laminate flooring Micala
casablanca oak 6414
Wood effect

Designing Living spaces | laMINaTE flOORINg

LIGHT
Laminate flooring in the light colour scheme supports many
furnishing styles when used with both complementary and
contrasting colours creating pleasant tranquillity. From lively
to harmonious, you decide which floor should go with your
furnishings.

Laminate flooring Classic | Barista oak 6420 | Wood effect
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MEDIUM
These floors are masters of perfect balancing acts and change
their expression according to their environment. They ground
the flighty and give wings to the down-to-earth. You decide how
you use laminate flooring from the medium colour scheme
creatively in your home.

Laminate flooring Melango | White grey oak 6277 | Wood effect

Designing Living spaces | laMINaTE flOORINg
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Laminate flooring Micala
Café latte oak 6267
Wood effect

Laminate flooring Micala
Chianti oak 6392
Wood effect

Laminate flooring Classic | Habanera oak 6429 | Wood effect

Laminate flooring Melango
Medium oak 6131 | Wood effect

Laminate flooring LD 300 | 25 Melango
White grey oak 6277
Wood effect
Laminate flooring
Talamo | natural oak 6446
Wood effect

DARK
Laminate flooring creates an irresistible
ambience in rich dark colours. The decors
from this colour scheme elegantly complement any furnishing, from the tasteful to
the modern. You decide whether the dark

Laminate flooring Melango | Smoked oak 6035 | Wood effect

flooring should act as a striking exclamation
Laminate flooring Micala

mark or harmoniously complement your

Style Factory 6408

home.

Wood effect

Laminate flooring Melango
Smoked oak 6035 | Wood effect

Laminate flooring Talamo
Dark oak 6445 | Wood effect

Designing Living spaces | laMINaTE flOORINg
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Laminate flooring Micala | Style Factory 6408 | Wood effect

outward appearances
with depth.
At MEISTER we are only satisfied once the combination of
decor and surface structure imitate the natural ideal as
perfectly as possible. At that point, a laminate floor makes

Saw-cut structure (S)

the leap into the MeisTer premium collection.

With laminate flooring in saw-cut look
saw cuts running across the grain are
recreated. They are clearly visible and
tangible and extra emphasis is added
visually by the matt gloss surface
finish.

Wood finish structure (WF)
a deeply embossed relief along the
grain run of the reproduced wood
fibres conveys the impression of a
brushed wood surface. The result:
authenticity that can be seen and felt.

Special pore effect (PS)
embossed surfaces give MeisTer
laminate floors even more authenticity–
especially with the special pore effect
printing. As with this the pores, filled
knots and cracks are individually coordinated to the decor pattern underneath. Different depths and degrees of
gloss determine the variety of the special
pore structures and give this laminate
floor a really authentic appearance.

Stone pore structure (SP)

Wood finish matt structure (WM)

a visible and tangible stone structure

a deeply embossed relief emphasises

is embossed into the surface to

the grain run of the reproduced wood

achieve this very special look. it is

fibres and conveys an impression of a

almost impossible for the naked eye to

brushed wood surface. The matt

tell the difference between real stone

appearance visibly and tangibly

floors.

produces the natural impression of
untreated or naturally oiled real wood.

Matt pore structure (MP)
Matt surfaces with a fine even
structure lend select wood effects an
elegant and sophisticated character.

Raw wood pore structure (RP)
an elegant surface structure that
imitates the natural appearance of
untreated or naturally oiled real woods.

Matt-gloss look (MG)

Elegant pore structure (EP)

captivatingly beautiful: a silky shimmer

With this technology the finest planing

This high quality structure is based

combined with subtle surface structure

tool marks visually and tangibly

on the principle of the special pore

enhances the effect of plain colours and

emphasise the look of freshly sanded

effect printing. The embossed pores

accentuates old wood, metal and textile

wood.

run parallel to the wood fibres‘ decor
pattern underneath. in combination
with the matt surface the silk matt
shimmering pores produce an elegant
and natural overall look.

Pore structure (P)
Subtle but effective: the fine pore
structure makes laminate flooring look
alive and authentic. individual wood
grains look far more realistic due to this.

looks.

Designing Living spaces | laMINaTE flOORINg
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intelligent quality
through and through.
Awarded
MEISTER laminate flooring

Two things give MeisTer premium lamina-

Easy to install
thanks to the patented Masterclic plus click system

te flooring its amazingly long life: the high
quality, carefully selected materials and the
intelligent multi-layer structure. Together with
the dimensionally stable HDF middle layer
used by us, this guarantees you a resistant
floor that remains beautiful over many years.

The Masterclic plus locking system means
fast installation with automatic end
connection system. The homogeneous
HDF middle layer allows a precise profi le
geometry to be milled without any splinters.
This guarantees comfortable and smooth
installation as well as permanent joint
closing.

Technology for a long life
MEISTER premium laminate flooring stays beautiful for longer. The reasons for this are the

Diamond pro ®-surface for high scratch-resistance, the aquasafe system for maximum
reduction of the laminate floor‘s swelling ability and the protective antistatic layer.

association of european producers
of Laminate Flooring

Diamond Pro ®
newly developed test methods
impressively prove that the new
Diamond pro ® surface even
increases our laminate flooring‘s
resistance to micro-scratches and
abrasion and provides additional
protection against wear.

AquaSafe -system

Antistatic

The special impregnation, aquasafe

all MeisTer laminate flooring is also

anti-swelling HDF base board and lasting,

equipped with an antistatic layer. This re-

secure joint that results from the profile‘s

duces the development of personal static

specially developed and patented geo-

electricity to < 2 kV and protects against

metry, are the compelling advantages

discharge on metallic objects, e.g. when

of the aquasafe system. as this is how

touching door handles. it also means that

it effectively prevents surfaces, floors

less dirt is attracted to the floor, making

and edges from swelling in the event of

cleaning much easier.

contact with water.

The new
flooring class.

As hard as a rock.
As warm
as wood.
Steinhart.
Holzwarm.

NB 400 | Concrete grey hickory 6223 | Imitation

Designing Living spaces | NaDuRa
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as hard as a rock.
as warm as wood.
Nadura.
The combination of a naturally warm material and a rock hard
nature is fascinating. For this, fine wood powder is mixed with
mineral ingredients and compressed together using pressure
and temperature. The resulting material combines the best
qualities of the two main components: the pleasant warmth of
wood and the extreme toughness of rock. Making innovative
Nadura floors and panels from MEISTER an extremely durable
and healthy living alternative to many ceramic, fine stoneware
and pvc tiles.
nadura is happy to face the consequences of a spirited life:
when children bring half the football pitch into the house
on their boots, during cooking marathons when sauce is

cross-section of nadura element with heavily reinforced wear layer directly attached to a
special board, in an electron microscope.

splattered on the floor, followed by pots and plates – Nadura
flooring is very forgiving without any consequences. The

Close examination of Nadura

fact that nadura still looks good at the same time, is warm

The significantly reinforced wear layer consists of a special mix of

underfoot and can be installed and cleaned easily, all speak

wood fibres, mineral substances and colouring. It is applied onto

for this original from MeisTer.

a special aquasafe board, which is based on a wood material. The
final backing provides for stability.

Nadura advantages
| Warm underfoot
| Durable
| easy to clean
| resistant to humidity
| abrasion resistant
| pressure-mark resistant

cross-section of laminate with a wear layer made of overlay, decor paper and HDF middle
layer, in an electron microscope.

Layered structure of laminate
Laminate elements are structured over several layers. The special
sequence of individual layers ensures greater strength on the one
hand and protects the decor paper due to the overlay on the surface
on the other hand. The illustration clearly shows: the wear layer is
thinner compared to the nadura element.

Nadura – the favourite for cleaning
that forgives plenty.
If only everything were as easy to clean as Nadura flooring.
| red wine, oils and other liquids can permanently
discolour the necessary cement joints between stone
and ceramic tiles. They can be removed without a trace
from the nadura joints.
| With nadura there are no partial repairs and resulting
differences in colour as with cement joints.
nadura. Because the joint makes the difference.

NB 400 | Sandstone 6301 | Imitation

cement joints between tiles soak up liquids
and oils and are often permanently discoloured.
The alternative: Nadura flooring.

Nadura – pleasantly warm to the foot.

Nadura floors are also distinguished by their exceptional comfort
and the warm-to-the-foot nature of real wood floors.
| Due to the high share of wood fibres, body heat is drawn away
slower than with ceramic or fine stoneware floors.
| Due to the share of mineral substances, Nadura floors are just as
tough as stone or ceramic tiles.

Stone and ceramic tiles on floors are one thing above all: cool.
The alternative: Nadura flooring.

Nadura. The cosy version of a rock hard floor.

Designing Living spaces | NaDuRa
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Nadura – definitely
durable.
You can rely on your Nadura floor. It can
withstand anything.
| The high share of mineral substances
gives the floor the toughness of a stone
or ceramic tile.
| Whereas ceramic tiles split or crack when
subject to impact, with nadura only small
dents or scratches result that can partly
be repaired.
| The homogeneous surface coating is dyed
right through and up to three times thicker
than standard coated flooring- preventing
any stress whitening.
nadura. The tough version of a warm-tothe-foot floor.

NB 400 | Slate anthracite 6220
imitation

Awarded
nadura. MeisTer - the original.
Ceramic and fine stoneware tiles split or crack when subject to
heavy impact. The alternative: Nadura flooring.

Nadura – flooring for
rough stuff too.
even wet clay and coarse dirt are easy
to remove from Nadura flooring without
leaving any trace.
| antislip, resistant to humidity
and easy to clean – nadura can even
cope with heavier wear.
| Wet, coarse dirt can even be removed
from the deeper surface structures
as nadura is extremely scrub and abrasion
resistant.

NB 400 | Rustic cream grey wood 6304
Wood effect
nadura: even neat and
clear after heavy wear.

nature provides us with
fascinating materials.
We make flooring out of
these that is made for living.
More and more people want a natural floor that is healthy for living. We meet these
requirements with our trendy design flooring, classic cork flooring and colourful
linoleum flooring. They all offer a sustainable living experience and are the basis for
an individual look thanks to their creative variety.
Design your very own living space – for rooms full of life.

CORK FLOORING

LinoLeuM FLooring
Design FLooring

Designing Living spaces | DESIGN, CORK, LINOLEUM FLOORING

Where health and a sense of
well-being are at home.
What do design flooring, cork flooring and linoleum flooring have in
common? They all combine a great sense of well-being with the security
of giving a home a healthy basis.
all our knowledge, years of experience and creativity are invested in the
development of these floors. We leave nothing to chance, from the
selection of materials through to processing them. resulting in what
drives us every day: excellent quality that provides maximum comfort.

1

Design flooring

2

cork flooring

3

Linoleum flooring

A trendsetter

a pionieer

A multi-talent

Made for healthy and beautiful

pure nature provides a real

Linoleum flooring also consists

living. Our design flooring is

sense of well-being. With its

entirely of natural materials.

100% PVC-free and impressively

classic look, cork is the ideal

Thanks to its great variety of

sustainable. and at the same

basis for anyone who wants to

colours and two formats, our

time so modern and easy to

combine naturalness with maxi-

linoleum flooring opens up

clean that it cuts a fine figure

mum living comfort. as a tradi-

completely new creative possi-

in a cosy apartment as well as

tional product, cork is pleasantly

bilities for installation. resulting

in a popular hip café. a strong

warm underfoot and has great

in individually designed stylish

character that impresses at first

elasticity, which is also beneficial

living rooms, cool offices and

glance.

to the joints. These are just two

modern kitchens today!

of the many advantages that
impress.
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enjoy life
to the full.
The natural extremely authentic look of design flooring transforms
rooms into a comfortable home. as easy to clean, durable and healthy
for living as it is, it is suitable for every situation in life.

DD 350 s | Greige oak 6934 | Wood effect

Designing Living spaces | DEsIgN flOORINg
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authentic

Healthy living

Warm underfoot

Environmentally
friendly

The wood structures embossed

polyester that is also used in the

The combination of polyester

Thanks to its material properties,

into the puretec surface make

food industry, cork and wood

and cork as a comfort layer

our design flooring can

the floors in this collection look

from sustainable forestry make

makes MEISTER design flooring

be conveniently disposed of at

very realistic.

MEISTER design flooring into

pleasantly warm underfoot.

the end of its use via the non-

®

all-round healthy floors for living.

recyclable waste.

Awarded
MEISTER design flooring

PVC-free
puretec® is a 100% PVC-free
special coating that is not harmful
to man or the environment.

Easy on the joints
and elastic

Easy to maintain
and durable

antislip

The use of cork as a comfort

Design flooring is easy to clean

The innovative puretec ® surface

layer and backing underneath

and durable. Many typical causes

makes MEISTER design flooring

the plank makes our design

of stains have no effect. soft, stan-

very antislip. The university of

flooring elastic and easy on the

dard chair casters do not leave

Wuppertal has calculated an

joints.

any undesirable marks either.

antislip property of r9.

Focus on the
essence of living.
Inspired by nature and timelessly beautiful. Our cork flooring's
individual looks and variety of surfaces accentuate the style of
any room. The natural character is rounded off by the typical
properties of the natural material cork: being warm underfoot
and easy on the joints, it provides you with tangible comfort in all
living areas.

KC 400 s | Rustic 6809
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KC 400 s | White rustic 675

Awarded
MEISTER cork flooring

Room noise
(in the room
itself)

Footfall noise
(into lower
rooms)

Sound absorption

A natural talent

Environmentally Friendly Varnish Seal

cork is used in many situations to reduce

MEISTER cork flooring can be used in

Our cork flooring's environmentally frien-

noise - just as it is in MeisTer cork

many different ways thanks to its modern

dly Duratec pro varnish seal is especially

flooring. The cork cushioning on the

appearance, its robustness and its exce-

durable and easy to care for. The »pro« in

bottom of each plank combined with the

llent sound absorption properties. The

this five-layer Duratec varnish composi-

cork surface makes it an exceptionally

fact that it is very pleasant to walk on

tion stands for a high abrasion resistance

quiet floor. This applies both to the noise

even barefoot is thanks to the elasticity

and a high level of robustness. The entire

in the room and the footfall noise heard in

of this natural material which is easy on

composition consists of formaldehyde-

rooms below.

the joints. This means that cork flooring is

free, viscoplastic and uv-hardened acrylic

ideal for living rooms, playrooms and

varnish. This acrylic varnish is ecologically

bedrooms and can even be fitted in com-

non-harmful. it caters for hygiene, easy-

mercial areas.

care and long-life.

since it is a natural product, the colour
of cork may alter when exposed to direct
sunlight. It is possible that the floor will
lighten in colour, depending on the situation of the room and light.
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lIB 400 s | Off-white 707 | China red 716 | Quartz grey 709 | Slate grey 713

The art of leaving behind
a lasting impression.
Linoleum? simply fascinating! a purely natural product and
as colourful as life itself. and extremely resistant in any
case. Back then only available in grey, dark red or fir green
once, today it amazes in bright colours and formats that
inspire totally new floor design ideas.

Designing Living spaces | lINOlEuM flOORINg

before

after

Protective Topshield™

Colour maturity

Ready to handle everyday wear and

All MEISTER linoleum floors have a dual-

Linoleum gets its correct hardness-elasti-

tear

layer, water-based surface finish. It brings

city ratio in the drying chamber. Linoleum

Thanks to the special surface finish on

out the colours brilliantly, makes the floor

flooring leaves the chamber with a light

our linoleum, many typical causes of

resistant, protects it from dirt and signs of

“yellow tinge” – the so-called drying

stains leave no trace on these floors. Soft,

wear and ensures that you will enjoy your

chamber film. This film degenerates after

standard chair casters do not leave any

floor for a long time.

laying. Sunlight makes the floor take on

undesirable marks either. The stabilising

its original colour. The length of time this

cork floor backing reduces the noise

process takes depends on the sunlight’s

caused in the room, and the footfall noise

intensity. it occurs more distinctively with

transmitted into rooms below, as well as

light linoleum surfaces than with darker

providing an elasticity you can feel.

durable protective layer

ones. so you should not be surprised

MEISTER linoleum flooring is therefore

pore-filling base layer

when you take your newly purchased

perfect for offices or home workrooms.

linoleum out of the cardboard packaging.

of course, it is also excellent for other

Your flooring needs a little time to find

commercial areas or living rooms and

its colour.

bedrooms.

linoleum

Awarded
MEISTER linoleum flooring

lIC 400 s | Off-white 707 | Cappuccino 721
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Light
my fire.

System panels SP 300 | Cream grey rustic oak 4082 | Wood effect
Angled cover moulding | Cream grey rustic oak 4082 | Wood effect

Designing living spaces | panels
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System panels SP 150 | Plain white gloss DF 324 | Decor

cladding is a
thing of the
past.
a sense for beauty also adorns walls perfectly. our
system, real wood and decor panels create a prestigious, stylish framework for everything that you love
and value. or whatever needs to be close at hand.
panels combine beauty with intelligence and transform rather simple wall cladding into attractive wall
design.

System panels SP 300 | Concrete 4045 | Imitation

Designing Living spaces | PaNEls
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Do you like modern living? Do you love
the country house style? or do you only
have designer furniture in your home?
Whatever your preference: add MeisTer
panels, enjoy their long-lasting beauty
and delight in how easy they are to
clean.

Decor panels Bocado 250 | Oak stripe, mocha 4026 | Wood effect

System panels SP 400 | Aluminium 4049 | Decor, Angled cover moulding | Aluminium 4049 | Decor,
Flexible lamp 170 | Titanium 249, Glass shelf 520, Shelf support | anodised aluminium, Hook type 3 | anodised aluminium,
Shelving rail | anodised silver, Shelving rail with power supply | anodised silver

The art lies
in the system.
anyone who can rely on an intelligent system is onto a good thing.
MEISTER SP 400 system panels are the best example of this. They look
good and can be fitted with lots of practical aids from LeD lights to
shelves.
The creative boxes for MEISTER Madera 200, Terra-Senza 200 and
Bocado 200 panels really accentuate a very personal style. The boxes

Decor panels Bocado 200 | Plain white gloss DF 324 | Decor
Design frame | Plain white gloss DF 324 | Decor
Creative box | for design frame (no decoration)

can be individually filled however you like.
LeD lights that can be wonderfully integrated into the wall and ceiling
using the design frame bring light to the panels.

Real wood panels Madera 200 | Walnut stripe 045 | Veneer
Design frame | Walnut 637 | Veneer
Low-voltage LED-panel light | type 1

Awarded
MeisTer panels

Terra-Senza 300
Terra-Senza 200
Terra 150

Madera 250
Madera 200
sP 400 | real wood surfaces

System panels SP 400 | Heartwood walnut 4048 | Wood effect
and Off-white 4014 | Decor

Designing Living spaces | PaNEls
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intelligent quality
through and through.
Walls and ceilings can be customised using panels. The different
formats open up a whole breadth and length of possibilities.
not just in living areas but also in bathrooms, as the MeisTer decor
and nadura panels are also suitable for humid rooms.

panel formats
5200mm

4750mm

4450mm

4100mm

3700mm

3300mm

2900mm

2600mm

2200mm
2050mm

1280mm
1250mm
1050mm
840mm

sP 400
Width
300mm

sP 300
3 widths
in a box
120, 100, 80mm

sP 150
Width
150mm

Madera
250
Width
250mm

Madera
200
Width
197mm

TerraSenza 300
Width
300mm

TerraSenza 200
Width
200mm

Terra
150
Width
150mm

Bocado
300
Width
300mm

Bocado
250
Width
250mm

Bocado
200
Width
200mm

Da CapoProfilstab 150
Width
150mm

For the perfect finish –
details that simply match.
1

Universal profiles
The professional and proven installation
solution for transitions, ends and expansion

13

joints.

7

2

3

Universal stair profiles
Stairs with MEISTER floor elements can be
easily covered with matching profiles.

Skirting boards
Three selected profiles to match all the
decor/wood shades in the parquet, cork
and laminate flooring range provide the
perfect finish.

4

Skirting boards
These modern square-shaped skirting
boards are available in many surfaces.

2

Skirting boards coated in a white film
which can be painted by the customer in
any colour you like.

3

1

5

9

Hamburg skirting boards (not allocated)
The elegant classic among skirting boards
can be combined with any floor.

6

Underlay material

(not allocated)

High-performance range of insulating underlay for
effective sound absorption in the room and the
reduction of footfall transmitted to rooms below.

Link to Mouldings:
www.meister.com/en/accessories/
flooring-accessories/mouldings.html

7

Ceiling edging
Three different ceiling edging profiles
guarantee clean edging for walls and
ceilings.

Designing Living spaces | aCCEssORIEs
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a perfect living atmosphere results when all the elements in a room are perfectly coordinated
to one another. These include, for example, mouldings that match the floor or panels for attractive joints or special profiles for successful room transitions. Lights can also contribute a great
deal to the room atmosphere with their individual light effects. We also offer you suitable care

15

Care products (not allocated)
The range of care products are specifically
for cleaning MEISTER floors.

products so that you can enjoy your floor for a long time after installation.

14

14

Attachment lights
The lights are versatile in application and
offer the option of choosing between
warm white or bright clear light.

8

13

Recessed lights
The modern lighting range with its LeD; low
voltage and high voltage lights offers plenty
of creative possibilities to create effective
room and accent lighting.

11

12

12

Shelving rails
If the SP 400 system panel elements are
assembled with a live aluminium rail, they
can be fitted with decorative lights, e.g.
glass floor lights.

10

11

Glass floor lights
Decorative and atmospheric accent
lighting can be fitted to the SP 400
system panel shelf inserts using glass
floor lights.

4

8

Corner mouldings
perfectly coordinated special mouldings,
e.g. large corner mouldings for many
corners, angles and edges.

9

LED recessed lights
our recessed lights, such as FLaT quadro,
are ideal as orientation lighting and impress
with their compact dimensions.

10

LED panel lights
To match wall and ceiling
installations and ideal for indirect
lighting or creating accent lighting.

Link to insulating
underlay:
www.meister.com/en/
accessories/flooringaccessories/insulatingunderlays.html
You can find the whole accessories range at www.meister.com

Design flooring catega® Flex

Design flooring catega® Flex
| 1 strip (plank)
| silentTouch® surface
| comprehensive protection against humidity: aquasafe system
| Hardly flammable – Cfl -s1
| Wear class 23 | 33
| Thickness: 5 mm (6mm with sound-absorbing cushion)
| Effective measurement: 2150 × 216 mm
| MEISTER warranty* 20 years in living areas, 5 years in commercial areas
*Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at
www.meister.com

Design flooring
catega® Flex

Design flooring
catega® Flex

Design flooring
catega® Flex

arctic white oak
6946
Wood effect
DD 300 | DD 300 S

off-white knotty
oak 6947
Wood effect
DD 300 | DD 300 S

greige oak 6959
Wood effect
DD 300 | DD 300 S

Design flooring
catega® Flex

Design flooring
catega® Flex

Design flooring
catega® Flex

sahara beige oak
6957
Wood effect
DD 300 | DD 300 S

Limed rusticated
oak 6943
Wood effect
DD 300 | DD 300 S

old wood pine 6951
Wood effect
DD 300 | DD 300 S

Design flooring
catega® Flex

Design flooring
catega® Flex

Design flooring
catega® Flex

old wood oak 6954
Wood effect
DD 300 | DD 300 S

clay grey old wood
oak 6941
Wood effect
DD 300 | DD 300 S

Vintage ash 6950
Wood effect
DD 300 | DD 300 S

Design flooring
catega® Flex

Design flooring
catega® Flex

Design flooring
catega® Flex

pure maple 6944
Wood effect
DD 300 | DD 300 S

ash 6948
Wood effect
DD 300 | DD 300 S

Caramel oak 6953
Wood effect
DD 300 | DD 300 S

Design flooring
catega® Flex

Design flooring
catega® Flex

Design flooring
catega® Flex

Light cracked oak
6956 Wood effect
DD 300 | DD 300 S

Light mountain oak
6940
Wood effect
DD 300 | DD 300 S

cappuccino split
oak 6955
Wood effect
DD 300 | DD 300 S

Design flooring catega® Flex
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Design flooring
catega® Flex

Design flooring
catega® Flex

Design flooring
catega® Flex

natural english oak
6952
Wood effect
DD 300 | DD 300 S

cognac english oak
6949
Wood effect
DD 300 | DD 300 S

nogal 6945
Wood effect
DD 300 | DD 300 S

Design flooring catega ® Flex | Natural English oak 6952 | Wood effect

Design flooring classic

Design flooring classic
| 1 strip (plank)
| silentTouch® surface
| aquasafe special board
| Wear class 23 | 32
| all-round micro-bevel
| Thickness: 5mm (6mm with sound-absorbing cushion)
| Effective measurement: DD 75: 1290 × 194mm
DD 85: 1290 × 245mm
| available on request with sound-absorbing cushion
| MEISTER warranty* 15 years in living areas, 5 years in commercial areas
*Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com

Design flooring
classic

Design flooring
classic

Design flooring
classic

White island 6961
Decor
DD 75 | DD 85

catalana oak 6968
Wood effect
DD 75 | DD 85

Mill oak 6969
Wood effect
DD 75 | DD 85

Design flooring
classic

Design flooring
classic

Design flooring
classic

Cortona oak 6967
Wood effect
DD 75 | DD 85

cinnamon oak 6965
Wood effect
DD 75 | DD 85

Grey County 6962
Wood effect
DD 75 | DD 85

Design flooring
classic

Design flooring
classic

Design flooring
classic

Light smokey Wood
6963
Wood effect
DD 75 | DD 85

Dark smokey Wood
6964
Wood effect
DD 75 | DD 85

reserva oak 6966
Wood effect
DD 75

Design flooring
classic

Design flooring
classic

Design flooring
classic

Maple 202
Wood effect
DC 75

Walnut 211
Wood effect
DC 75

Natural oak 6067
Wood effect
DC 75

Design flooring
classic
Beech 6201
Wood effect
DC 75

Longlife parquet
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PD 550
| 1-strip (plank)
| Approx. 2.5mm fine wood wear layer
| Thickness: 15mm
| Lengths: 3650 | 4200mm
| Widths: 220 | 260mm
| MEISTER Longlife warranty*
in living areas
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PD 550

PD 550

White oak lively
8135 | brushed
naturally oiled
Fsc®-certified

Oak lively 8028
brushed | uv-oiled
Fsc®-certified

PD 450

PD 450

White oak
harmonious 8174
brushed | uv-oiled
Fsc®-certified

Lyed-look oak
harmonious 8172
brushed | uv-oiled
Fsc®-certified

PD 400 cottage

PD 400 cottage

White larch accent
8295 | brushed
naturally oiled
Fsc®-certified

White oak
harmonious 8129
saw-cut structure,
brushed
naturally oiled
Fsc®-certified

PD 400 cottage

PD 400 cottage

PD 400 cottage

White oak
ambience 8292
Timber structure
naturally oiled
Fsc®-certified

Grey oak lively 8291
Timber structure
naturally oiled
Fsc®-certified

Distinctive titanium
silver oak 8221
brushed
naturally oiled
Fsc®-certified

* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions
at www.meister.com

PD 550
smoked oak lively
8031 | brushed
uv-oiled
Fsc®-certified

PD 450
| 1-strip (plank)
| Approx. 2.5mm wood wear layer
| Thickness: 13mm
| Length: 2400mm
| Widths: 200 | 255mm
| MEISTER Longlife warranty*
in living areas

* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions
at www.meister.com

PD 450
oak harmonious
8171 | brushed
uv-oiled
Fsc®-certified

PD 400 cottage
| 1-strip (plank)
| Approx. 2.5mm wood wear layer
| Thickness: 13mm
| Effective measurement: 2200 × 180mm
| MEISTER Longlife warranty*
in living areas

* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions
at www.meister.com

NATURAL STYLE
LUXURY AFFAIRS

pure Line
neW cLassics

COLOURFUL GREY
WiLD MounTain

perFecT Basics

Longlife parquet

PD 400 cottage

PD 400 cottage

PD 400 cottage

Oak canyon 8302
brushed
naturally oiled
Fsc®-certified

Authentic oak 8290
brushed
naturally oiled
Fsc®-certified

Oak lively 8091
brushed
naturally oiled
Fsc®-certified

PD 400 cottage

PD 400 cottage

PD 400 cottage

opaque white oak
harmonious 8081
brushed | uv-oiled
Fsc®-certified

White oak ambience
8286 | Used-Look
uv-oiled
Fsc®-certified

White vintage larch
lively 8287
brushed
uv-oiled
Fsc®-certified

PD 400 cottage

PD 400 cottage

PD 400 cottage

White ash lively
8054 | brushed
uv-oiled
Fsc®-certified

Lyed-look oak lively
8029 | brushed
uv-oiled
Fsc®-certified

cream grey oak
ambience 8283
brushed | uv-oiled
Fsc®-certified

PD 400 cottage

PD 400 cottage

PD 400 cottage

Light clay grey oak
harmonious 8234
brushed | uv-oiled
Fsc®-certified

canadian pure
maple harmonious
8277 | UV-oiled
Fsc®-certified

caramel oak
lively 8026
uv-oiled
Fsc®-certified

PD 400 cottage

PD 400 cottage

PD 400 cottage

Pure vital oak 8281
brushed | uv-oiled
Fsc®-certified

oak harmonious
8027 | brushed
uv-oiled
Fsc®-certified

Oak lively 8028
brushed | uv-oiled
Fsc®-certified

PD 400 cottage
steamed oak
canyon 8301
brushed
naturally oiled
Fsc®-certified

Longlife parquet
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PD 400 cottage

PD 400 cottage

PD 400 cottage

Vital oak 8377
brushed | uv-oiled
Fsc®-certified

american pure
cherry tree lively
8279 | UV-oiled
Fsc®-certified

cognac oak lively
8229 | brushed
uv-oiled
Fsc®-certified

PD 400 cottage

PD 400 cottage

PD 400 cottage

american walnut
lively 8275
uv-oiled

smoked oak lively
8031 | brushed
uv-oiled
Fsc®-certified

silver grey oak
distinctive 8305
brushed
high-gloss
varnished
Fsc®-certified

PD 400 cottage
steamed oak canyon 8304 | brushed
high-gloss
varnished
Fsc®-certified

PD 200
| 1-strip (plank)
| Approx. 2.5mm wood wear layer
| Thickness: 13mm
| Effective measurement: 2200 × 180mm
| MEISTER Longlife warranty*
in living areas

PD 200

PD 200

rustic oak 8166
brushed
naturally oiled

White rustic oak
8139 | brushed
uv-oiled

Ps 400

Ps 400

oak harmonious
8042 | varnished
Fsc®-certified

smoked oak lively
8031 | varnished
brushed
Fsc®-certified

* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions
at www.meister.com

PD 200
Lyed-look oak
rustic 8138
brushed | uv-oiled

Ps 400
| 1-strip (strip parquet for herringbone pattern)
| Approx. 2.5mm wood wear layer
| Thickness: 11mm
| Effective measurement: 500 × 100mm
right and left strips in a box
| MEISTER Longlife warranty*
in living areas

* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions
at www.meister.com

NATURAL STYLE
WiLD MounTain

pure Line
perFecT Basics

COLOURFUL GREY
LUXURY AFFAIRS

neW cLassics

Longlife parquet

Ps 300
| 1-strip (strip parquet)
| Approx. 2.5mm wood wear layer
| Thickness: 13mm
| Effective measurement: 1187 × 142mm
| MEISTER Longlife warranty*
in living areas

Ps 300

Ps 300

White oak
harmonious 8090
brushed
naturally oiled
Fsc®-certified

cream grey oak
ambience 8222
brushed
naturally oiled
Fsc®-certified

Ps 300

Ps 300

Ps 300

Distinctive titanium
silver oak 8221
brushed
naturally oiled
Fsc®-certified

Oak lively 8247
brushed
naturally oiled
Fsc®-certified

smoked oak accent
light 8241 | brushed
naturally oiled
Fsc®-certified

Ps 300

Ps 300

Ps 300

oak harmonious
8243 | rough grain,
brushed
naturally oiled
Fsc®-certified

Black washed oak
harmonious 8244
brushed
naturally oiled
Fsc®-certified

antique brown oak
mountain 8239
brushed
naturally oiled
Fsc®-certified

Ps 300

Ps 300

Ps 300

antique white oak
ambience 8308
uv-oiled
Fsc®-certified

White ash lively
8246 | brushed
uv-oiled
Fsc®-certified

Lyed-look oak lively
8029 | brushed
uv-oiled
Fsc®-certified

Ps 300

Ps 300

Ps 300

White washed oak
lively 8236
uv-oiled
Fsc®-certified

Light clay grey oak
harmonious 8234
brushed | uv-oiled
Fsc®-certified

clay grey oak
lively 8232
brushed | uv-oiled
Fsc®-certified

Ps 300

Ps 300

pure oak
harmonious 8230
uv-oiled
Fsc®-certified

american walnut
lively 8044
uv-oiled
Fsc®-certified

* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions
at www.meister.com

Longlife parquet
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PQ 500

PQ 500

pure oak country
8271 | planked,
brushed
naturally oiled
Fsc®-certified

silver grey oak
country 8273
planked, brushed
naturally oiled
Fsc®-certified

PC 400 style

PC 400 style

pure oak
harmonious 8262
3D, brushed
naturally oiled
Fsc®-certified

antique brown
silver oak
harmonious 8260
3D, brushed
Fsc®-certified

PC 400 style

PC 400 style

PC 400 style

pure oak country
8264 | planked,
brushed
naturally oiled
Fsc®-certified

antique grey oak
country 8266
planked, brushed
naturally oiled
Fsc®-certified

Oak lively 8124
Fineline
varnished
Fsc®-certified

PC 350

PC 350

canadian maple
lively | 8002
uv-oiled
Fsc®-certified

Oak lively 8019
brushed | uv-oiled
Fsc®-zertifiziert

PQ 500
| square
| Approx. 2.5mm wood wear layer
| Thickness: 13.5mm
| Effective measurement: 485 × 485mm
| MEISTER Longlife warranty*
in living areas

* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions
at www.meister.com

PQ 500
oak harmonious
8070 | brushed
uv-oiled
Fsc®-certified

PC 400 style
| 3-Strip | Fineline | Broad Fineline
| Approx. 2.5mm wood wear layer
| Thickness: 13mm (3D: 13.5mm)
| effective measurement: Fineline: 2400 × 200mm,
Broad Fineline: 2200 × 180mm,
3-Strip, planked: 2400 × 255mm,
3-Strip, 3D: 2400 × 200mm
| MEISTER Longlife warranty*
in living areas
* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions
at www.meister.com

PC 400 style
White ash lively
8122 | broad
Fineline
varnished
Fsc®-certified

PC 350
| 3-Strip
| Approx. 3.6mm wood wear layer
| Thickness: 14mm
| Effective measurement: 2400 × 200mm
| MEISTER Longlife warranty*
in living areas

* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions
at www.meister.com

NATURAL STYLE
LUXURY AFFAIRS

pure Line
neW cLassics

COLOURFUL GREY
WiLD MounTain

perFecT Basics

Longlife parquet

PC 350

PC 350

american walnut
lively 8023
uv-oiled

american cherry
tree harmonious
8012 | varnished
Fsc®-certified

PC 300
| 3-Strip
| Approx. 2.5mm wood wear layer
| Thickness: 13mm
| Effective measurement: 2400 × 200mm
| MEISTER Longlife warranty*
in living areas

PC 300

PC 300

White larch lively
8257 | brushed
naturally oiled
Fsc®-certified

White ash
harmonious 8249
uv-oiled
Fsc®-certified

PC 300

PC 300

PC 300

White ash lively
8248 | brushed
uv-oiled
Fsc®-certified

Pure oak lively 8252
brushed | uv-oiled
Fsc®-certified

Limed oak lively
8114 | brushed
uv-oiled
Fsc®-certified

PC 300

PC 300

antique grey oak
lively 8253
brushed | uv-oiled
Fsc®-certified

smoked oak lively
8105 | brushed
uv-oiled
Fsc®-certified

* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions
at www.meister.com

PC 200
| 3-Strip
| Approx. 2.5mm wood wear layer
| Thickness: 13mm
| Effective measurement: 2400 × 200mm
| MEISTER Longlife warranty*
in living areas

PC 200

PC 200

american cherry
tree lively 8188
naturally oiled
Fsc®-certified

canadian maple
harmonious 943
varnished
Fsc®-certified

PC 200

PC 200

PC 200

steamed beech
harmonious 928
varnished
Fsc®-certified

oak harmonious
910 | varnished
Fsc®-certified

Oak lively 903
varnished
Fsc®-certified

* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions
at www.meister.com
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PC 200

Longlife parquet

Lindura flooring
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american walnut
harmonious 960
varnished

HD 300
| 1-strip (plank)
| 7 Rustic surfaces, naturally oiled, with irregularly formed side v-bevel and micro-bevel on
the end
| 5 Lively surfaces, naturally oiled, with longitudinal v-bevel and micro-bevel on the end

| Thickness: 11mm
effective measurement:
Oak: 2600 × 320mm | 2200 × 270mm
Larch: 2600 × 320mm
| MEISTER warranty* 20 years in living areas

*Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com

NATURAL STYLE
LUXURY AFFAIRS

HD 300

HD 300

HD 300

White washed oak
lively 8427
brushed

White washed rustic
oak 8425
brushed

pure larch lively
8419 | brushed

HD 300

HD 300

HD 300

Larch lively 8418
brushed

Pure rustic oak 8413
brushed

café latte rustic oak
8414
brushed

HD 300

HD 300

HD 300

Oak lively 8417
brushed

Rustic oak 8410
brushed

cognac rustic oak
8415 brushed

HD 300

HD 300

HD 300

Light clay grey oak
lively 8416
brushed

clay grey rustic oak
8411
brushed

Black washed rustic
oak 8412
brushed

pure Line
neW cLassics

COLOURFUL GREY
WiLD MounTain

perFecT Basics

Laminate flooring classic

Laminate flooring classic
| LD 95 | LD 75: 1-strip (plank)
| LC 55 | LC 75: 1-strip | 2-Strip | 3-strip
| Wear class 23 | 32 | LC 55: 23 | 31
| Thickness: 8mm (9.5mm with sound-absorbing
cushion) | LC 55: 7mm (8.5mm with soundabsorbing cushion)
| available on request with sound-absorbing
cushion

| effective measurement:
LD 95: 2052 × 220mm
LD 75 | LC 75 | LC 55: 1288 × 198mm
LB 85: 853 × 395mm
| MEISTER warranty* 20 years in living areas,
5 years in commercial areas
(LC 55: MEISTER warranty* 15 years in living
areas, 5 years in commercial areas)

Laminate flooring
classic
plain pure white
6448
Decor
LB 85

*Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at
www.meister.com

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

opaque white oak
6536
Wood effect
LD 95

Artisan ash 6402
Wood effect
LD 95

White sandstone
6047
imitation
LB 85

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

arctic white ash
6251
2-Strip
Wood effect
Lc 55

Marzipan oak 6268
1-strip
Wood effect
LC 75 | LC 55

White lyed spruce
6378
1-strip
Wood effect
Lc 55

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Sienna cream 6171
imitation
LB 85

White spruce 6449
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 75

White Life 6390
2-strip and 1-strip
Wood effect
LC 75

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Sea Side 6417
1-strip
Wood effect
LC 75

Sea Side 6417
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 75

Mystery White 6419
1-strip
Decor
Lc 55

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Mystery White 6419
1-strip
Decor
LD 95 | LD 75

Bodega oak 6403
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 75

Taverna oak 6428
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 75

Laminate flooring classic
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Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

White lyed oak 6181
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 95 | LD 75

White lyed oak 6181
1-strip
Wood effect
LC 75

Light timber 6279
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 95

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

cappuccino sessile
oak 6322
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 95

White maple 6003
1-strip
Wood effect
LC 75

Royal beech 6388
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 95

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Maple 6007
2-Strip
Wood effect
LC 75

Maple 202
3-Strip
Wood effect
LC 55 | LC 75

Hemlock 6057
1-strip
Wood effec
Lc 55

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Beech 6201
3-Strip
Wood effect
LC 55 | LC 75

Oak 462
3-Strip
Wood effect
LC 75

Natural oak 6067
3-Strip
Wood effect
Lc 55

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Taverna oak 6428
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 95

Taverna oak 6428
1-strip
Wood effect
LC 75

Distinctive pure oak
6273
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 95

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Distinctive pure oak
6273
1-strip
Wood effect
LC 75

Light boathouse
oak 6259
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 95

Tosca chestnut
6405
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 75

Laminate flooring classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

cappuccino
cracked oak 6318
1-strip
Wood effect
LC 75

Barista oak 6420
1-strip
Wood effect
LC 75

Barista oak 6420
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 95 | LD 75

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Light chiemsee oak
6376
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 75

Caledonia oak 6421
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 75

cappuccino oak
6263
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 95 | LD 75

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

cappuccino oak
6263
1-strip
Wood effect
LC 75

Boathouse oak
6188
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 95

Habanera oak 6429
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 75

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Arcadia oak 6412
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 95

Arcadia oak 6412
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 75

Loft Style 6401
Decor
LB 85

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Fancy Pine 6438
2-Strip
Wood effect
Lc 55

Patina Wood 6398
1-strip
Wood effect
Lc 55

West Side 6397
1-strip
Wood effect
LC 75

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Dark hemlock 6058
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 75

Cool Storm 6533
Decor
LB 85

Brushed Wood
6422
2-Strip
Wood effect
LC 75

Laminate flooring classic
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Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Grey oak 6442
1-strip
Wood effect
LC 75

Slate grey 6136
imitation
LB 85

Light cracked oak
6258
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 95

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Light cracked oak
6258
1-strip
Wood effect
Lc 55

Marrakech oak
6396
1-strip
Wood effect
Lc 55

Nova oak 6413
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 95

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Oak 6443
1-strip
Wood effect
LC 75

oak 6441
1-strip
Wood effect
LC 75

Beech 461
1-strip
Wood effect
LC 75

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Limed oak 6027
1-strip
Wood effect
LC 75

Silver spruce 6004
1-strip
Wood effect
LC 75

Doussie 6509
1-strip
Wood effect
LC 75

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

cracked Terra oak
6439
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 95 | LD 75

cracked Terra oak
6439
1-strip
Wood effect
Lc 55

Vintage Wood 6399
Wood effect
LB 85

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Quinta oak 6406
1-strip
Wood effect
Lc 55

cognac rustic oak
6256
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 95

Walnut 211
3-Strip
Wood effect
Lc 55

Laminate flooring classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Walnut 211
3-Strip
Wood effect
LC 75

Portofino oak 6395
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 75

Mississippi Wood
6404
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 75

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Walnut 6440
1-strip
Wood effect
LC 75

Amore walnut 6389
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 95

Brown chiemsee
oak 6377
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 75

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Laminate flooring
classic

Blue Metal 6544
Decor
LB 85

Luxury Club 6407
1-strip
Decor
LD 75

slate anthracite
6137
imitation
LB 85

Laminate flooring
classic
Black pearl 6418
1-strip
Decor
LD 95

Laminate flooring Melango
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Laminate flooring
Melango

Laminate flooring Melango
| 1-strip (plank)
| Wear class 23 | 32
| antistatic surface
| Thickness: 9 mm (11.5mm with sound-absorbing cushion)
| available on request with sound-absorbing cushion
| Effective measurement: LD 300 | 25: 2052 × 248mm
LD 300 | 20: 2052 × 208mm
| MEISTER warranty* 25 years in living areas,
5 years in commercial areas

Nordic spruce 6383
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 300 | 25

*Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com

Laminate flooring
Melango

Laminate flooring
Melango

Laminate flooring
Melango

White oak
harmonious 6139
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 300 | 25
LD 300 | 20

arctic white oak
6503
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 300 | 20

Pure ash 6286
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 300 | 20

Laminate flooring
Melango

Laminate flooring
Melango

Laminate flooring
Melango

Silver-grey pine 791
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 300 | 20

Polar oak 6381
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 300 | 25

Atacama oak 6380
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 300 | 25

Laminate flooring
Melango

Laminate flooring
Melango

Laminate flooring
Melango

cappuccino spruce
6384
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 300 | 25

Light vintage pine
6283
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 300 | 20

cream grey oak
6285
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 300 | 20

Laminate flooring
Melango

Laminate flooring
Melango

Laminate flooring
Melango

White grey oak
6277
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 300 | 25
LD 300 | 20

Mohair grey vintage
oak 6288
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 300 | 25

Clay oak 6433
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 300 | 20

Laminate flooring
Melango

Laminate flooring
Melango

Laminate flooring
Melango

Sand oak 6435
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 300 | 20

Chocolate oak 6436
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 300 | 20

Velvet oak 6434
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 300 | 20

Laminate flooring Melango

Laminate flooring
Melango

Laminate flooring
Melango

Laminate flooring
Melango

Dark vintage pine
6437
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 300 | 20

Grey oak 6132
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 300 | 20

Caramel oak 6276
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 300 | 25

Laminate flooring
Melango

Laminate flooring
Melango

Laminate flooring
Melango

Toffee oak 6275
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 300 | 25

Light oak 286
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 300 | 20

Light oak
harmonious 6133
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 300 | 20

Laminate flooring
Melango

Laminate flooring
Melango

Laminate flooring
Melango

Medium oak 6131
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 300 | 20

Dakar oak 6385
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 300 | 25

Natural oak 287
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 300 | 20

Laminate flooring
Melango

Laminate flooring
Melango

Laminate flooring
Melango

Medici oak 6410
Multi-strip
Wood effect
LD 300 | 25

cappuccino
cracked vintage
oak 6317
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 300 | 25

Barrique oak 6411
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 300 | 25

Laminate flooring
Melango

Laminate flooring
Melango

Laminate flooring
Melango

Bargello oak 6423
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 300 | 25

Savannah oak 6382
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 300 | 25

Brown oak 6036
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 300 | 20

Laminate flooring
Melango

Laminate flooring
Melango

Laminate flooring
Melango

Tempranillo oak
6424
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 300 | 25

Walnut lively 6140
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 300 | 20

Smoked oak 6035
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 300 | 20

Laminate flooring Talamo
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Laminate flooring Talamo
| 1-strip (plank)
| Wear class 23 | 32
| antistatic surface
| Thickness: 8mm (10.5mm with sound-absorbing cushion)
| available on request with sound-absorbing cushion
| Effective measurement: 1287 × 140mm
| MEISTER warranty* 25 years in living areas,
5 years in commercial areas
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Laminate flooring
Talamo

Laminate flooring
Talamo

opaque white oak
6536
1-strip
Wood effect
LS 300

Sea Side 6417
1-strip
Wood effect
LS 300

Laminate flooring
Talamo

Laminate flooring
Talamo

*Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions
at www.meister.com

Laminate flooring
Talamo
Bodega oak 6403
1-strip
Wood effect
LS 300

Vanilla oak 6265
1-strip
Wood effect
LS 300

natural oak 6446
1-strip
Wood effect
LS 300

Laminate flooring
Talamo

Laminate flooring
Talamo

Laminate flooring
Talamo

Maple 6017
1-strip
Wood effect
LS 300

cappuccino oak
6263
1-strip
Wood effect
LS 300

Arcadia oak 6412
1-strip
Wood effect
LS 300

Laminate flooring
Talamo

Laminate flooring
Talamo

Laminate flooring
Talamo

Dark oak 6445
1-strip
Wood effect
LS 300

Verona oak 6447
1-strip
Wood effect
LS 300

Nova oak 6413
1-strip
Wood effect
LS 300

Laminate flooring
Talamo
Muscat oak 6416
1-strip
Wood effect
LS 300

Laminate flooring Micala

Laminate flooring Micala
| LD 200: 1-Strip (plank) | LC 200
| Wear class 23 | 32
| antistatic surface
| Thickness: 8mm (10.5 mm with sound-absorbing cushion)
| available on request with sound-absorbing cushion
| Effective measurement: 1287 × 198 mm
| MEISTER warranty* 25 years in living areas, 5 years in commercial areas

Laminate flooring
Micala
snow-white larch
6320
1-strip
Wood effect
LC 200

*Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at
www.meister.com

Laminate flooring
Micala

Laminate flooring
Micala

Laminate flooring
Micala

Marzipan oak 6268
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 200

Light oak 6444
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 200

Light oak 6444
1-strip
Wood effect
LC 200

Laminate flooring
Micala

Laminate flooring
Micala

Laminate flooring
Micala

Aspen oak 6427
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 200

Light oak 6011
3-Strip
Wood effect
LC 200

White sand oak
6431
1-strip
Wood effect
LC 200

Laminate flooring
Micala

Laminate flooring
Micala

Laminate flooring
Micala

Light timber 6279
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 200

Boathouse oak
6188
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 200

Milano oak 6391
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 200

Laminate flooring
Micala

Laminate flooring
Micala

Laminate flooring
Micala

Milano oak 6391
1-strip
Wood effect
LC 200

Vitus oak 6430
1-strip
Wood effect
LC 200

Nova oak 6413
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 200

Laminate flooring
Micala

Laminate flooring
Micala

Laminate flooring
Micala

Nova oak 6413
1-strip
Wood effect
LC 200

natural rustic oak
6135
1-strip
Wood effect
LC 200

West Side 6397
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 200

Laminate flooring Micala
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Laminate flooring
Micala

Laminate flooring
Micala

Laminate flooring
Micala

Lyed oak 6173
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 200

Lyed oak 6173
1-strip
Wood effect
LC 200

Monclair oak 6432
1-strip
Wood effect
LC 200

Laminate flooring
Micala

Laminate flooring
Micala

Laminate flooring
Micala

Patina Wood 6398
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 200

Maple 6017
1-strip
Wood effect
LC 200

Royal beech 6388
1-strip
Wood effect
LC 200

Laminate flooring
Micala

Laminate flooring
Micala

Laminate flooring
Micala

Maple 202
3-Strip
Wood effect
LC 200

Beech 6201
3-Strip
Wood effect
LC 200

Oak 462
3-Strip
Wood effect
LC 200

Laminate flooring
Micala

Laminate flooring
Micala

Laminate flooring
Micala

cashmere spruce
6379
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 200

casablanca oak
6414
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 200

casablanca oak
6414
1-strip
Wood effect
LC 200

Laminate flooring
Micala

Laminate flooring
Micala

Laminate flooring
Micala

Trentino oak 6393
1-strip
Wood effect
LC 200

Light boathouse
oak 6259
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 200

Chianti oak 6392
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 200

Laminate flooring
Micala

Laminate flooring
Micala

Laminate flooring
Micala

Chianti oak 6392
1-strip
Wood effect
LC 200

Café latte oak 6267
1-strip
Wood effect
LC 200

Provence oak 6394
1-strip
Wood effect
LC 200

Laminate flooring Micala
Nadura flooring

Laminate flooring
Micala

Laminate flooring
Micala

Laminate flooring
Micala

Muscat oak 6416
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 200

Muscat oak 6416
1-strip
Wood effect
LC 200

Walnut 211
3-Strip
Wood effect
LC 200

Laminate flooring
Micala

Laminate flooring
Micala

Laminate flooring
Micala

Amore walnut 6389
1-strip
Wood effect
LC 200

Style Factory 6408
1-strip
Decor
LD 200

Tundra oak 6415
1-strip
Wood effect
LD 200

Laminate flooring
Micala

Laminate flooring
Micala

Tundra oak 6415
1-strip
Wood effect
LC 200

Black pearl 6418
1-strip
Decor
LD 200

NB 400
| Wear class 23 | 34
| nadura surface
| Thickness: 10.5mm
| Effective measurement: 853 × 395mm
| MEISTER warranty*
Lifetime in living areas
10 years in commercial areas

NB 400

NB 400

concrete grey
hickory 6223
imitation

rustic dark brown
wood 6303
Wood effect

* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions
at www.meister.com

NB 400

NB 400

Sandstone 6301
imitation

Rust 6300
imitation

linoleum flooring

Cork flooring

Design flooring
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DD 350 s
| 1-strip (plank)
| Wear class 23 | 32
| With 1mm cork sound-absorbing cushion
| Thickness: 9.5mm
| Effective measurement: 2052 × 198mm
| MEISTER warranty*
10 years in living areas
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DD 350 s

DD 350 s

White pine 6924
Wood effect

cappuccino oak
6935
Wood effect

* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions
at www.meister.com

DD 350 s

DD 350 s

Greige oak 6934
Wood effect

antique grey oak
6926 | Wood effect

KC 400 S
| Wear class 23 | 31
| With 1mm cork sound-absorbing cushion
| Thickness: 10.8mm
| Effective measurement: 910 × 304mm
| MEISTER warranty*
10 years in living areas

KC 400 S

KC 400 S

White coarse
structure 6807

cream stripe on
white 6805

* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions
at www.meister.com

KC 400 S

KC 400 S

Rustic 6809

Block cut 668

lIB 400 s | lIC 400 s
| Wear class 23 | 32
| With 1mm cork sound-absorbing cushion
| Thickness: 9.8mm
| Effective measurement: 300 × 300mm (LIB 400S)
| Effective measurement: 910 × 300mm (LIC 400S)
| MEISTER warranty*
10 years in living areas

lIB 400 s | lIC 400 s

lIB 400 s | lIC 400 s

Off-white 707

Indigo blue 712

* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions
at www.meister.com

lIB 400 s | lIC 400 s

lIB 400 s | lIC 400 s

Cappuccino 721

Quartz grey 709

every day a
masterpiece
We have been impressing with innovative products, practical system solutions and attractive
designs for more than 80 years. We are constantly developing ourselves, our company and
our range. as we know: you expect the best all the time.
and that‘s what we want to give you.
MEISTER is committed to its location.
We think internationally but remain a German company – 640 employees
guarantee Made in germany premium quality day in day out.
MEISTER is a leading innovator.
Intelligent ideas make us the driving force behind the industry – over 200 patents and
utility models are impressive evidence of this.
MEISTER accepts responsibility for the environment.
We act sustainably in all areas – careful product selection protects resources and the climate.
MEISTER stands for specialist retail.
We focus on reliable partnerships with specialist retail and specialist trade – our ”100% PRO
Producer/Dealer/Craftsmen“ network guarantees first-class products, professional advice and
expert assembly.
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